
DUO CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Easily insert our new pre-filled conditioner cartridges with no spills and no 
mess.  Fire, Ice, Curve and Current Lane Conditioners are available in this 
design.  Simply pop them into place and you are ready to go.  Each machine 
also comes with refillable cartridges to allow you to easily use your other 
favorite conditioners.

The DUO conditioning system with separate oil lines and two conditioner cartridges gives you 
maximum flexibility.  Use one conditioner, two conditioners, or even mix compatible conditioners 
in one pass!

The DUO transfer system combines the transfer brush and the transfer roller to give you the best 
of both worlds in one system.  This system enhances the smoothness of the oil pattern and the 
residual oil burns out quickly from the system for easy pattern changes.
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NEW 7” TOUCHSCREEN AND REDESIGNED UI & UX

FLEX’s new 7-inch touchscreen provides us more space for our brand new user interface. After 
listening our customers, we revisited our user experience and have provided a more functional 
structure with easier navigation.



VARIABLE SPEED BUFFER*

With the Variable Speed Buffer upgrade you can have the peace of mind that you have all the 
tools necessary to have full control of your oil pattern.  

With this added feature, you will have the ability to slow down or speed up the buffer RPM 
allowing you more control of the front to back taper.

CLEANER MIXING SYSTEM*

Utilizing one cleaner concentrate tank and one water tank, the 
FLEX eliminates the messy job of pre-mixing the cleaning solution.

*Factory upgrade (must be installed at time of purchase)

UPGRADES
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KEGEL PATTERN APP

Browse and view lane patterns and transmit them to 
your compatible Kegel Lane Machine right from your 
phone or tablet!  Available for download from iTunes 
and the Google Play Store.  You must have a Wi-Fi 
connectivity kit installed and configured in order to 
transmit patterns

PIN DECK TREATMENT SYSTEM

Insert Spot On Pin Deck Spray directly in your lane machine for simple application.

Simply select your ratio on the touchscreen display and let the FLEX mix your cleaner for you 
with precision and ease. You can adjust the cleaner ratio within the oil pattern as well as out-
side of the oil pattern allowing you to save on cleaner concentrate!
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